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Preface 

Customer expectations of the level of service they regard as satisfactory are rising. 
Bars are constantly exploring what their customers want, and this focus has placed 
increased demands on all staff to perform, not just in terms of productivity, but 
also in terms of comprehensive product knowledge and specialized service skills. 
It is within this context that I welcome you to ‘The Principles and Practices of Bar and 
Beverage Management: The Drinks Handbook’. In my previous book, ‘The Principles 
and Practices of Bar and Beverage Management’, I concentrated on the complexities 
of managing modern bars. In this publication my focus has been on providing 
a comprehensive training guide and authoritative resource textbook, to suit 
students across the hospitality, hotel, bar, restaurant and culinary fields of study 
internationally. This book is designed to provide bartenders, sommeliers, mix-
ologists, waiters and food and beverage practitioners with valuable background 
knowledge of the key beverage areas of the bar. 

The chapters are structured with specific learning aims and objectives, com-
prehensive indicative content, tables, illustrations and models of the significant 
issues surrounding the topic area. Chapters 1 and 2 explore brewing and brewed 
products, which include beer, cider and perry, and the dispense management 
knowledge for dealing with various types of draught beers. The following three 
chapters focus on wine: Chapter 3 provides a foundation of knowledge; Chapter 4 
presents the principal wine growing regions of the world and their unique wines; 
and Chapter 5 identifies the fortified, aromatised and quinine wines. Chapter 6 
introduces the world of distillation, exploring in detail how spirits are made. We 
go on to consider the major spirit types and brands sold around the world in 
Chapter 7. The many varied ingredients, production processes and categories of 
liqueurs are covered in Chapter 8. The areas central to the background, produc-
tion, varieties and service of hot and cold non-alcoholic beverages are examined 
in Chapter 9. Finally, Chapter 10 deals with the background and methods for 
making cocktails and mixed drinks, together with a comprehensive range of 
classic and contemporary recipes which can be prepared in your bar. You may 
have never before mixed some of the drinks highlighted in this book, but you can 
certainly gain confidence by following its instructions.   

I hope that you enjoy reading about, discussing, demonstrating and recom-
mending the many beverages of the bar, and finally please ensure that you always 
serve and consume alcoholic beverages responsibly.

James Murphy MSc (Hosp Mgt), MA (H.Ed), Mgt Dip  
Programme Chairman, School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology,   
College of Arts and Tourism, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland.  
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